
  

MAS PEYRE 
IGP CÔTES CATALANES ‘1ÈRES 
SOIFS’ 
100% Carignan. Fresh, bright fruit & 
exuberant character with depth & 
complexity; Notes of cocoa; Dry, smooth & 
easy drinking. Organic. 

Tasting Note:  Shelf Talker: 

 
 ‘1ÈRES SOIFS’ 

100% Carignan. Premières Soifs means ‘first 
things’ or ‘first desires’. Fresh, bright fruit 

& exuberant character with depth & 
complexity. Notes of cocoa. Dry, smooth 

& easy drinking. Served lightly chilled, this 
is a festive, convivial wine that reflects the 
warmth & vitality of the people who make 

it. Goes remarkably well with grilled 
meats, charcuterie & cheese. Organic. 

 

100% Carignan. Premières Soifs means ‘first things’ or ‘first desires’. Fresh, bright fruit and exuberant 
character with depth and complexity. Notes of cocoa. Dry, smooth and easy drinking. Served lightly 

chilled, this is a festive, convivial wine that reflects the warmth and vitality of the people who make it. Goes 
remarkably well with grilled meats, charcuterie and cheese. Organic. 

The vines are grown in Schists and limestone soil on the coast of Catalan. The grapes hand harvested 
into boxes by the Bourrel family in their old-vine Carignan parcel, Les Flamands. Grown at altitude on the 

far western flank of the Agly Valley in Roussillon, which has a combination of warm days and cool 
windswept nights. Total carbonic maceration of whole grapes. Fermentation in tanks. Organic farming. 

Founded by the Bourrel family in 2003, Mas Peyre is a small family-run estate in Saint-Paul-de-Fenouillet 
in the Roussillon, France. It is situated between the sea and the mountains at the foot of the Corbières on 
the western edge of the upper Agly Valley with the Cathar castles and the gorges of Galamus. It is at 400 

meters of altitude, has a warm Mediterranean climate that is dry and windy with clay-slate soils, all of 
which allow the grapes to mature slowly and smoothly. After 20 years as a pillar of the local cooperative, 

the Bourrel family departed and founded their own domaine. They now farm nearly 100 acres. Claire 
manages the business and the shop, while Gerard tends the vineyards; sons Baptiste and César handle 

the winemaking and marketing, respectively. They are known for their red wines and for a small amount of 
Rancio Sec, which they sell mainly to local residents. 2012 was their first year of certification in organic 

agriculture. The vineyard work is done with respecting the earth in mind and they produce a range of 
vivacious, organic wines. 
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